The Ronald L. Fick Book Award Ceremony
Award Recipients – Fall 2014

Advanced Appellate Advocacy II – Professor Hernandez
Jessica Krentz

Advance Trial Practice II – Adjunct Professor Metcalfe
Matthew Wooten

Appellate Advocacy – Assistant Professor Dysart
Renee Knudsen

Appellate Advocacy – Adjunct Professor Small
Sandra Alcaide

Business Associations – Associate Professor Brown
Laura Gasaway

Case Studies in the Development and Implementations of National Legal Policy –
Distinguished Professor Ashcroft and Professor Stern
Abbie Nordhagen

Christian Foundations of Law – Dean Brauch (2 sections)
Paul Adams
Nevin Beiler

Christian Foundations of Law – Professor Hernandez
Ryan Dobbs

Christian Foundations of Law – Associate Professor Jacob
Michael Reagan

Civil Procedure I – Professor Duane (2 sections)
Nevin Beiler
Joshua Charles

Civil Procedure I – Professor Gantt
Alison Mac Quilkan

Client Interviewing and Counseling – Adjunct Professor Stepanovich
Robert Gould

Constitutional Criminal Procedure – Adjunct Professor Velloney
James Wheeler
Constitutional Law I – Constitutional Structure – Assistant Professor Dysart  
Leigh Budwell

Constitutional Law I – Constitutional Structure – Associate Professor Jacob  
Andrea Atkinson

Contracts I – Assistant Professor Ching  
Noah DiPasquale

Contracts I – Professor Pryor (2 sections)  
Paul Adams  
Nevin Beiler

Criminal Law – Professor Stern  
Danielle Bianculli

Criminal Pretrial Practice and Procedure – Adjunct Professor Six  
Jessica Krentz

Drafting Contracts – Associate Dean Murphy  
William Riggenbach

Elder Law – Professor Kohm  
Sarah Schmidt

Employment Law – Adjunct Professor Klein  
Diana McGraw

Estate and Gift Tax – Adjunct Professor Moritz  
Jennifer Baumgardner

Evidence – Professor Duane  
Sarah Schmidt

Family Law – Professor Kohm  
Whitney Young

Family Law – Adjunct Professor Mulford  
Jamie Paetz

Immigration Law and Procedure – Adjunct Professor Valverde  
Kolleen Daniels

Individual Federal Income Tax – Associate Professor Brown  
Joy Walker

International Law – Adjunct Professor Walton  
Jessica Clark

International Trafficking in Persons – Associate Professor McKee  
Martha Brown and Kolleen Daniels
Law Practice Technology – Adjunct Professor Bush
Brandon Matthews

Legislation – Judge Thomas
Renee Knudsen and James Wheeler

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Associate Professor Boland
Abbie-Fox Worrell

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Instructor Kirkland
Kate Sawyer

Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing I – Instructor Van Essendelft
Pamela Dodge

Negotiations – Associate Dean DeGroff
Samuel Gilbertson

Negotiations – Adjunct Professor Nelson
John Williams

Negotiations – Adjunct Professor Pfeiffer
Jennifer Breedon

Products Liability – Adjunct Professor Marcari
Lorna Trent

Professional Responsibility – Professor Gantt
Joy Degenhart

Property I – Associate Dean DeGroff (2 sections)
Paul Adams
Alexandra McPhee

Property I – Professor Hernandez
Nevin Beiler

Race and the Law – Associate Professor Whittico
Michael Pierce

Remedies – Judge Lannetti
James Wheeler

The Resurgent Role of Legal History in Modern Judicial Decision-Making – Judge Kelsey
Paul Shakeshaft

Securities Regulation – Professor Folsom
Abbie Nordhagen

Torts I – Professor Cook
Sarah Child and Michael Tiefenback
Torts I - Professor Hensler
Kate Sawyer

Trial Practice – Adjunct Professor Bruch
Jessica Sherman-Stoltz

Trial Practice – Judge Humphreys
Crystal Barnett

UCC I (Sales) – Assistant Professor Ching
James Wheeler

UCC II (Secured Transactions) – Professor Pryor
William Riggenbach

UCC III (Negotiable Instruments/Payment Systems) – Professor Hensler
Rebecca Lawrence

Wills, Trusts, and Estates – Adjunct Professor Lentz
Sarah Bailey and Corbin Brascher